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The theme :The theme :Using the sludge from the swageUsing the sludge from the swage
treatment plants as a raw material for cementtreatment plants as a raw material for cement

industry. (CP)industry. (CP)

impacts on the environment by tarots cement
company processes :
•The dust which produce along the TL.

•The waste water which produce from the employees city
which goes to the sea without any treatment

•Those effect hardly to the surrounding area which is
agricultural and tourist city .
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to produce 6000ton of cement you need 10000 tonto produce 6000ton of cement you need 10000 ton

of the raw materialsof the raw materials

١ %٦ %Other sites

٩ %٢٨ %Storage

٢٠ %١٨ %Mill of aw materials

٧٠ %٤٨ %Kilns

Out side the companyInside the companyThe site

The recourse of the dust in the company
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The waste water of the company employees cityThe waste water of the company employees city

In the past this water goes to the sea
directly with out any treatment , but now
we are going to establish the plant to treat
the water before it goes to the sea.

The population of this city is :5000 person.
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The reasons of this planThe reasons of this plan

1. tartous cement company are going to establish a sewage
treatment plant for the city of its employees.

2. tartous city with (700000) person also will establish a
sewage treatment plant in the 5 next years.

3. that problem will appear soon ,because tartous city
considered as an agricultural city ,and to look for new

land field it is a big problem

4. the major necessity of reduction the sludge is that the
treatment cost of sludge is high.
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What is the next stepWhat is the next step
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The benefitsThe benefits
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Some more informationSome more information

•• The international norm for produce sludge :The international norm for produce sludge :
1.9 g/person /day.1.9 g/person /day.

•• For employees city : 9.5 kg/dayFor employees city : 9.5 kg/day
•• For tartous city :1330kg/dayFor tartous city :1330kg/day

•• The cost to start this method is zero .The cost to start this method is zero .
•• Rising the awareness is needed to apply.Rising the awareness is needed to apply.
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my dutymy duty

�� The first task for me to achieve this action plan is toThe first task for me to achieve this action plan is to
promote it very well, and explain the advantages andpromote it very well, and explain the advantages and
benefits.benefits.

�� And to keep the high cooperation with localAnd to keep the high cooperation with local
governmental ofgovernmental of tartoustartous city, especially when they willcity, especially when they will
finish the waste water treatment plant and starting use itsfinish the waste water treatment plant and starting use its
sludge as a raw materials.sludge as a raw materials.

�� Indirectly, and as it is possible I will try to apply theIndirectly, and as it is possible I will try to apply the
environmental management, and the principle ofenvironmental management, and the principle of::
reduce Reuse Recyclereduce Reuse Recycle
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Thank youThank youThank you


